The magnetic properties of a ferrimagnetic mixed spin-3/2 and spin-5/2 Ising model with different anisotropies are investigated by using the mean-field approximation (MFA). In particular, the effect of magnetic anisotropies on the compensation phenomenon, acting on A-atoms and B-ones for the mixed-spin model, has been considered in a zero field. The free energy of a mixed-spin Ising ferrimagnetic system from MFA of the Hamiltonian is calculated. By minimizing the free energy, we obtain the equilibrium magnetizations and the compensation points. The phase diagram of the system in the anisotropy dependence of transition temperature has been discussed as well. Our results of this model predict the existence of many (two or three) compensation points in the ordered system on a simple cubic lattice.
Introduction
Recently, there has been great interest in stable crystalline room-temperature magnets with spontaneous moments because of their potential device application in thermomagnetic recording, electronic and computer technologies. Besides that, ferrimagnetic ordering plays a crucial role in several novel materials based on molecular compounds [1, 2] . Thus, the study of the Ising model with mixed spins of different magnitudes has attracted considerable attention. Important advance has been directed to the two-sublattice mixed-spin systems with single-ion anisotropies. These systems have been investigated by a variety of techniques, such as exact, mean-field approximation, and effective field theory [3] [4] [5] [6] . For example, the authors [3] have investigated one constituent having spin-1 and the other constituent having spin-3/2. It has been shown that an outstanding result of this system was discovered experimentally in (Ni . The purpose of this work is to investigate a more general mixed-spin Ising model consisting of spin-3/2 and spin-5/2. Our theoretical work may be classified into two types. In the first type, the spin compensation temperature of the system ( ) can be obtained by requiring the total magnetization to be equal to zero for various values of anisotropies though the reduced magnetization of the sublattices forming the system is not equal to zero [3, [7] [8] [9] [10] . The second class of work is the phase transitions which demand the Landau expansion of the free energy in the order parameter [3, 8, 11] . However, we firstly determine the ground-state phase diagram and study sublattice magnetizations of the mixed-spin ferrimagnetic Ising system with various values of the anisotropies on the basis of the mean-field theory. The basic framework of the theory based on the Bogoliubov inequality for the free energy has been presented. The phase diagrams and sublattice magnetizations for various values of the single-ion anisotropies acting on both atoms have been discussed.
Theory
We start by summarizing analytical results obtained for the MFA. The central idea of the mean-field theory is very simple: we treat the nearest neighbour Ising model in zero field on a lattice containing two sublattices , having sites, each site 2 ISRN Condensed Matter Physics having nearest neighbour. The Hamiltonian of the system in a zero field, with = 3/2 and = 5/2, can be written as follows [3, 9] :
where the sites of sublattice are occupied by spins taking the values of ±1/2, ±3/2, and the sites of sublattice are occupied by spins taking the values of ±1/2, ±3/2, and ±5/2.
, are the anisotropies acting on the spin-3/2 and spin-5/2, respectively. is the exchange interaction between spins at sites and . The expectation value of the spin variable at the site or is given by [10] 
where is the partition function of the system and ∑ means the sum over allowed states of the system. Here, = 1/ . A systematic way of deriving the mean-field theory for a given microscopic Hamiltonian is to start from the Bogoliubov inequality [3, 11] :
where is the free energy of the system, a trial Hamiltonian depending on variational parameters, o the corresponding free energy, and ⟨⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⟩ denotes an average taken in the ensemble defined by .
The mean-field free energy is then defined by minimizing Φ with respect to the variational parameters / , such that:
This gives the best possible approximation to the true free energy for a given choice of , since inequality (4) insists that the mean-field free energy cannot fall below the true free energy. In this work we consider one of the simplest possible choices of :
where and are the two variational parameters related to the two different spins, respectively. Then, the approximated free energy can be obtained by substituting the Hamiltonian of the system in (2); that is one has
where is the total number of sites of lattice and its nearestneighbor coordination number. Minimizing this expression with respect to and gives self-consistent expressions for the mean field as follows:
with
To evaluate the phase diagram (second-order phase transition lines) of a mixed-spin system, one has to expand (7), (9) , that,
where the coefficients and are given by 
The second-order phase transition line is then determined by = 0 and > 0. It is worth mentioning that (12) could be evaluated both Ferromagnetic phase stability limit ( > 0) and Ferrimagnetic one ( < 0) [3, 9, 11] .
On the other hand, the ferrimagnetic case shows that the signs of sublattice magnetizations are different, and there may be a compensation point, at which the total magnetization per site, that is,
is equal to zero, but ( = − ̸ = 0) [3, 12] .
Results and Discussions
Firstly, the ground state of the system has been determined from the Hamiltonian (1), by comparing the energies of the corresponding configurations as shown in Figure 1 . However, at zero temperature, one can find six phases with different values of { , , , }, namely, the Ferrimagnetic phases ordered as follows
There are no disordered phases where the parameters and , are defined by
Let us consider the case when −6.0 ≤ /| | ≤ 1.0. 
magnetization
shows normal thermal variation behavior ( -type) [6] .
As increases from /| | = −2.25 to −2.20 for a fixed value of /| |, the temperature dependence of may exhibit interesting features. So, it is observed that a sharp rapid increase from its saturation magnetization occurs. theory of ferrimagnetism [6] , is observed in our model, when a value of /| | approaches the critical one /| | = −4.5. Now, it is interesting to examine the characteristic properties of the system in which we find the compensation temperature ( ) depends strongly on the values of anisotropies , acting on the -atoms and -ones, respectively. As shown in Figure 6 , the system may exhibit characteristic features in the temperature dependence of the magnetization depending on the values of anisotropies of the sites occupied by -atoms for a particular value of ; that is, it is possible to have three compensation points at /| | = 0 and /| | ̸ = 0, respectively. In Figure 7 , we report an interesting feature of compensation temperatures for selected values of anisotropies /| | = −2.90, /| | = −2.99. As is seen from Figure 6 , in the region where the system may show a compensation point, the sublattice magnetization is more ordered than the sublattice magnetization below compensation temperature. These sublattice magnetizations are still incomplete so there is a residual magnetization in the system. As the temperature is increased, at certain values of anisotropies , acting on the -atoms and -atoms, respectively, the direction of this residual magnetization may switch. That is to say, due to entropy some spins can flip their directions. Thus, the sublattice magnetization becomes more ordered than the sublattice magnetization for the temperatures above compensation one. So there is an intermediate point such that the cancellation is complete [10] . It is worth the noting that the mean-field theory for the ferrimagnetic case, predicts the existence of a compensation point in the ordered phase where the total moment vanishes [3, 7] .
Conclusions
The mean-field approximation has been used in this treatment. The phase diagram of the mixed spin-3/2 and spin-5/2 Ising ferrimagnetic system with different single-ion anisotropies has been investigated. The magnetic properties of the system with different anisotropies have been found by solving the general expressions numerically. So, the magnetization curves have exhibited some characteristics; that is, it has been shown that the mixed-spin ferrimagnetic system, which is considered, may exhibit an outstanding feature (many compensation points). Thus, one can compare our results with these of a mixed spin-1 and spin-3/2 system [3] and mixed spin-3/2 and spin-5/2 on the basis of the Bethe lattice [13] , in which the mixed-spin model shows one or two compensation temperatures depending on the values of the crystal fields, respectively. It is worth the noting that our model may exhibit three compensation points. Furthermore, in a theoretical study dealing with the mixed spin-3/2 and spin-5/2 Ising model, which was treated using exact recursion relations on Cayley tree lattices [14] , it has been found that the secondorder phase transition becomes sharper when anisotropies or acting on both atoms increase. One can compare with these behaviours investigated in our model for different values of both anisotropies, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . We have observed that the decrease the anisotropy of an atom-B the decrease the transition temperature, as shown in Figures 4 and 5 , whereas a transition temperature occurs at higher one for appropriate values of /| | = −2.90 and /| | = −2.99 (see Figure 6 ). The researchers [15] , using the effective field theory for the mixed spin-3/2 and spin-5/2 Ising model on other regular planar lattices, have shown that the critical temperature becomes larger as the compensation temperature becomes smaller with the increase in the crystal field. These results seem to be in line with ours, when the value of is changed, for a fixed value of , which one can observe Figures 6 and 7 . However, as far as we are concerned whether a compensation point exists or not for such a system has not yet been proved, within the mean-field approximation based on the Bogoliubov inequality for the free energy. Finally, we hope that our present results may be helpful, for example, to support and clarify the characteristic features, for a simple cubic lattice, in a series of molecular-based magnets Cs 
